International Event Ticket Policy
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Ticket Assignment
1.1

The first International Event Ticket purchased under a RIN will be assigned to the name
on the Representative’s account.

1.2

Any additional Tickets purchased are considered secondary Tickets allotted for Guests.

1.3

The RIN assigned to the Ticket is eligible for the applicable Event Registration related
promotion(s) for that Event (this could include VIMR’s, attendance points, bonuses, etc.)

1.4

Secondary Tickets can be assigned to Guests through the “Ticket Manager” of the
purchasing Representative’s Virtual Office or my5LINX app. Secondary tickets should be
assigned prior to the Event start to ensure shorter wait times.

1.5



To assign a secondary Ticket to an individual that is not a current Representative,
that individual’s name must be assigned to the Ticket through the “Ticket Manager”
of the purchasing Representatives Virtual Office or my5LINX app.



To assign a secondary Ticket to another Representative, with the benefit of any
applicable promotions for that Event (this could include VIMR’s, attendance points,
bonuses, etc.), that Representative’s name and RIN must be assigned to the Ticket
through the “Ticket Manager” of the purchasing Representatives Virtual Office or
my5LINX app.



To assign only a secondary Ticket to another Representative, that Representative’s
name must be assigned to the Ticket through the “Ticket Manager” of the
purchasing Representatives Virtual Office or my5LINX app.

If the Representative has multiple accounts with one or more purchased International
Event Tickets under each account, the first Ticket registered at the Event must be used
for the Representative, in their name. The additional Ticket(s) under either account may
then be assigned to the guest(s) of the Representative’s choice.
Example: The Representative has one personal position and one business position with
an International Event ticket purchased under each of them. The Representative
registers under the business position at the International Event; therefore the personal
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position Ticket can be used for any guest of the Representative’s choice. If attendance
points are awarded at that particular event, they can be moved to the person who
registers if they are an active rep per the Representative’s request. You must be present
with your guest at the International Event to register them under the second, third, etc.
position if that is the primary ticket being used.
1.6

If the Purchasing Representative account is a Business Entity, and there is more than
one person managing that Entity on file any name that is associated with the Business in
our system may use the first Ticket. Individuals not on file as authorized users will not
be able to use the first Ticket.

1.7

Mistakes in entry or assignment should be address prior to the Event Start. If a mistake
is discovered post Event, the request must be made with the 5LINX Representative
Services Department no more than 30 days after the Events last day (Saturday) by the
ticket purchaser. 5LINX, in its sole discretion, will determine the reasonable course of action in
line with these Policies in order to ensure the proper Representative receives any applicable
credit for purchase of the Ticket or attendance at the Event.

Points
2.1

In most cases, points are awarded to Representatives whom have purchased, assigned,
or have been assigned an International Event Ticket. Points for the specific Events Ticket
will appear upon purchase and will drop off and purge at the conclusion of the specific
Event.

2.2

Attendance points (if applicable) will reflect the week following the conclusion of the
event and will drop off and purge at the conclusion of the following event.

Day of Event
3.1

Tickets must be printed and in hand prior to entering the line at registration.
 Tickets can be scanned from any smart phone or tablet that has access to the Virtual
Office or the my5LINX app.

3.2

Wristband classification is determined by the earned position of the Representative
account the International Event Ticket(s) were purchased under.
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Refunds, Exchanges, and Transfers
4.1

There are no refunds on 5LINX International Event Ticket purchases.

4.2

Tickets purchased for a specific Event cannot be for exchanged or transferred to another
future Event.

Should you have any questions please contact the 5LINX Representative Services Department at
585-359-2922 or repservices@5LINX.com
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